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provide, upon execution, a database of objects and a database 
engine for managing the objects. Each object comprises 
metadata for describing the object and for defining a hierar 
chical structure of branches which constitutes the object and 
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of the individual branch, connected to the individual branch 
as children thereof. The arbitrary number may include zero 
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COMPUTER PROGRAMI PRODUCT AND 
ASSOCATED METHODS FOR SEARCHING 
A DATABASE OF OBJECTS, CONNECTING 
OBJECTS IN SUCH A DATABASE, AND 
EXPORTING DATA FROM AT LEAST ONE 

ARBTRARY DATABASE 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The present invention generally relates to the field of find 
ing, connecting and browsing any number of independent 
information objects that may or may not refer to each other by 
means of any type of attribute or value, as long as every 
information object consists of at least one data element 
attribute and one data element value. More particularly, the 
invention relates to a computer program product and associ 
ated methods of searching a database of objects, connecting 
objects in Such a database, and exporting data from at least 
one arbitrary database. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Most knowledge producing organizations have a project 
oriented value chain that utilizes the expertise of different line 
functions to contribute to the end result. Since the expert line 
functions are using different information systems to effi 
ciently carry out their tasks, there is a need for an information 
system that can integrate and preserve the obtained digital 
information in a flexible and easy way. The need is both to 
preserve data for extended time periods, and to be able to 
easily re-use them in new constellations. This problem is a 
reality in most cumulative knowledge building activities 
ranging from the academic world to commercial pharmaceu 
tical research. However, it is also an identified problem in 
modern healthcare, where vital patient information may 
come from many different laboratory or hospital systems, but 
still need to be stored, integrated and re-used for a lifetime. 

Current technologies for addressing these problems are 
based on relational databases or object oriented databases. 
These technologies have proved very efficient in creating 
systems for data transaction and reporting. However, they are 
not designed for long time storage and an open integration 
between different systems, and they are not easily altered to 
accommodate new types of data. Although object-oriented 
databases handle objects, they are not suitable for integration 
of different types of objects in a distributed environment. The 
reason for this is that in an object-oriented database fixed 
classes have to be defined, and all data has to fit into the 
structure of those classes. Searching is difficult since the user 
needs to know in which class and in which attribute data 
should be searched for. Relations between objects are “fixed 
links' which must be known a priori. 

Hence, neither of these technologies is suitable for obtain 
ing the ease of integration between distributed databases that 
is the demand. There is clearly a need to improve the situation 
by Suggesting technologies that are more focused on keeping 
and integrating individual knowledge elements into accumu 
lated knowledge. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Accordingly, an objective of the present invention is to 
mitigate the above-mentioned shortcomings and to provide a 
new method for retrieval and integration of any number of 
independent information objects, that may be stored in a 
standardized future-proof text format and that may refer to 
each other by means of any type of attribute or value. 
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2 
This objective is achieved by a computer program product 

and methods having the features recited in the attached inde 
pendent claims. Preferred embodiments of the invention are 
recited in the dependent claims. 

Thus, a first aspect of the invention is a computer program 
product having program code adapted to provide, upon 
execution, a database of objects and a database engine for 
managing said objects, where: 

each object comprises metadata for describing the object 
and for defining a hierarchical structure of branches which 
constitutes said object and which includes relations to other 
objects, 

wherein an individual branch has: 
a metadata type, which is selected from a predetermined 

and limited set of n different metadata types and which 
represents one respective hierarchical level in said hier 
archical structure; 

a metadata value; and 
an arbitrary number of other branches, of any hierarchical 

level strictly subordinate to the hierarchical level of said 
individual branch, connected to said individual branch 
as children thereof, said arbitrary number including Zero 
branches. 

This novel and unique hierarchical structure of branches of 
different, well-defined metadata types within each object pro 
vides an efficient and general way of describing, handling and 
searching among independent information objects, poten 
tially originating from differents information sources or sys 
tems, and also describing relations between such objects. 
Moreover, it also allows for standardized and future-proof 
long-time storage of Such information objects. 
A second aspect of the invention is a method of searching 

a database of objects as provided by the computer program 
product according to the first aspect. The method involves the 
steps of 

specifying, through a man-machine interface of a com 
puter, a search query in a declarative language in accordance 
with said hierarchical structure of objects in said database; 

Submitting said search query to said database engine 
through said computer; 

receiving a result of said search query at said computer, and 
presenting said result through said man-machine interface. 
A third aspect of the invention is a method of exporting data 

from at least one arbitrary database. The method involves the 
steps of 

identifying a first plurality of relations between different 
pieces of data in said at least one database; 

defining a second plurality of objects, each of said objects 
comprising metadata which represents individual ones of said 
first plurality of relations and said different pieces of data, 
said metadata being of n different metadata types, n being a 
predetermined integer, 

for each object, forming an n-level hierarchical informa 
tion structure, where each metadata type is represented at a 
respective unique level; and 

storing the information structures thus formed for said 
second plurality of objects. 
A fourth aspect of the invention is a method of connecting 

objects in a database of objects as provided by the computer 
program product according to the first aspect. The method 
involves the steps, for an assumed individual object, of 

for all branches in the assumed object that are of a first 
predetermined metadata type, said first predetermined meta 
data type allowing a relation to be defined from the assumed 
object to another object: 

forming a query based on the metadata of the branch, 
searching the database with the query, and 
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collecting, as a result of the searching step, all objects, if 
any, that the assumed object has a relation to; and 

for all branches in the assumed object that are of a second 
predetermined metadata type, other than said first predeter 
mined metadata type, said second predetermined metadata 
type allowing a reverse relation to be defined from another 
object to the assumed object: 

forming a query based on the metadata of the branch, 
searching the database with the query, and 
collecting, as a result of the searching step, all objects, if 

any, that have a relation to the assumed object. 
According to the present invention any type of tabular or 

text database can be transformed into one or many specific 
generic information structures expressed in a future-proof 
text format like e.g. Xml. These information structures can be 
contained in one or many flat files that may be stored on a 
magnetic disk, an optical disk, a magnetooptical disk or an 
electronic semiconductor memory for extended times. 
The text-based information structures can be automatically 

indexed and put into a strictly hierarchical n-field structure 
that may reside on secondary memory, but still be easily and 
rapidly queried by a simple query syntax. This client-server 
architecture also makes it possible to incrementally update 
the database online. 

The minimal n-field structure can be indexed by means of 
reverse indices for all fields, which makes it possible to per 
form exhaustive searches of the database from a single field 
without any prior knowledge about the database structure or 
content. The search can be specified as regards attribute, type 
and value and allows for full Boolean logic as well as “starts 
with or “fuzzy logic'. These search facilities, together with 
the strict hierarchical nature of the database structure, makes 
it possible to easily find any specific data or group of data in 
the database. 

Preferably, the hierarchical n-field structure has 5-7 fields, 
i.e. 5<=n-7. Even more preferably, n=6. 

After finding the desired information elements, their rela 
tions with each other may appear as named links from the 
respective elements. By Selecting Such a linkall objects using 
this link will be selected. It is in this way easy to navigate 
around in the network of relations that connect the different 
related information objects. Any object can at any time be 
chosen as the “root’ or “perspective” from which all the other 
objects are seen and can be reached. An important feature in 
this context is the usage of reversed link technology. This 
makes it possible to show a relation from an object A to 
another object B, although the actual relation is only given in 
object B. 

In contrast to prior art database technologies where rela 
tions between objects are “fixed links, such relations may be 
found on the fly according to the the present invention. 

Besides the functionality of finding and navigating in the 
database, the new technology also permits the use of 
attributes on objects, links, and metadata. This opens up the 
possibility to introduce an explicit time dimension in the 
database. Hence, objects and relations can be initiated or 
updated without losing the audit trail by simply setting an end 
date on previous values and/or relations. In Subsequent 
searches and navigations a filter can be used for obtaining 
only the values that are or were valid at any specific point in 
time. This greatly facilitates the monitoring of sequences of 
time-based events that is necessary for tracking audit trails, 
organizational changes, validity of standard operating proce 
dures etc. 

Another functionality unique to the proposed technology is 
the use of predefined associations. Associations are described 
by a hierarchy of directed paths between object types and are 
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4 
automatically processed in the search algorithm. Any number 
of associations can be defined and applied. This feature can be 
used within any given local database or group of databases 
and will improve the speed of search within that local data 
base or group of databases without hampering the total flex 
ibility of the distributed nature of the invention. It is in this 
way possible to rapidly integrate and recreate large databases. 

Generally, all terms used in the claims are to be interpreted 
according to their ordinary meaning in the technical field, 
unless explicitly defined otherwise herein. All references to 
“a/an/the element, means, component, member, unit, step 
etc. are to be interpreted openly as referring to at least one 
instance of said element, means, component, member, unit, 
step etc. The steps of the methods described herein do not 
have to be performed in the exact order disclosed, unless 
explicitly specified. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

One embodiment of the present invention will now be 
described by way of examples, reference being made to the 
accompanying drawings, in which 

FIG. 1 is a diagram providing a general overview of the 
search algorithm according to the invention; 

FIG. 2 is a diagram that in detail describes the step of 
creating a hierarchy of row searches and joins; 

FIG. 3 is a diagram that in detail describes the step of 
creating a hierarchy of searches and joins with attribute con 
straints; 

FIG. 4 is a diagram that in detail describes the step of 
performing the row searches; 

FIG. 5 is a diagram that in detail describes the step of 
performing Successive joins in the hierarchy of row searches 
and joins; 

FIG. 6 is a diagram that in detail describes the step of 
performing Successive joins in the hierarchy of row searches 
and joins with attribute constraints; 

FIG. 7 is a diagram providing a general overview of the 
search algorithm with association maps or inheritance of 
metadata according to the invention; 

FIG. 8 is a diagram providing a general overview of the 
system model of the present invention; 

FIG. 9 is a diagram providing a general overview of a 
distributed architecture in which the present invention may be 
applied; and 

FIG.10 is a diagram that illustrates an algorithm for finding 
other objects by using relations from and reverse relations to 
an individual object. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

Objects 
The fundamental unit of processing in the present inven 

tion is an object. An object has metadata connected to it. 
Metadata is data describing the object. An object consists of 
several branches connected to each other in a hierarchical or 
tree-like fashion. A branch can have any number of other 
branches connected to it, also called the children of the 
branch. A branch is of a certain metadata type: o (object); r 
(relation): k(key); a (attribute) or, synonymously, g(group); 
t (type) or, synonymously, f (field); or V (value). A branch 
also has a metadata value. 
Any model in a relational database can be broken down into 

a system of the objects processed by the present invention, 
where one or many objects will represent the rows and col 
umns in the tables of the relational database. The relations or 
references between different data in a database can be 
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described as metadata in objects and even named. In most 
cases the database model can be clarified by naming the 
relations. 

Object Structure 
The structure of the object is a strict hierarchy of the six 

different metadata types given above. Since the metadata 
types are hierarchically arranged, where every metadata type 
is represented at a certain level, they are also referred to as 
levels (hierarchical levels) in the text below. These metadata 
types are the only ones allowed. However any number of 
branches of the same metadata type is allowed and a branch 
can have any number of children. Any number of intermediate 
levels can be skipped but has to be in the correct order. It is a 
very flexible format with only two restrictions: 1) the root 
branch must always be o, and there can only be one branch of 
that metadata type. 2) The tags, that is the metadata types, 
must always lie in the described order. 

Since the objects consist of a strict hierarchy, it is very well 
expressed in a declarative language such as Xml, which is 
based on the ISO Standard SGML. See Table 1 below. 

TABLE 1. 

Object structure. 

<O> 

<> 

<ki> 
38> 

<ts 
aws 

</vis 
<fts 

<face 
</ki> 

Other declarative languagues that can be used to express 
the object hierarchy include SGML dialects, hierarchially 
connected objects in a programming language, a graphically 
modelled hierarchy, etc. 
The object structure can be described by a context-free 

grammar defined in the Chomsky hierarchy of formal lan 
guages, as seen in Table 2: 

TABLE 2 

Context-free grammar of the object structure 

Object -> <os Relations <?o 
Relations -> Keys | <rs String Keys <?rs Relations 
Keys -> Attributes | <k> String Attributes <?ki> Keys 
Attributes -> Types | <as String Types <?as Attributes 
Types -> Values | <ts String Values <?ts. Types 
Values -> e | <vs String <fvs Values 
String -> e | Character String 
Character -> XuOOO1 || XuFFFF 

All metadata values in the examples are assumed to be 
expressed in Unicode strings. A simple example of an object 
described in xml is given in Table 3: 

TABLE 3 

Simple object example. 

<o-Adam 
<rs wife 

<a-person 
<t-person id 

&wsSOO101-2221 
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6 

TABLE 3-continued 

Simple object example. 

</vis 
<fts 

<face 
</r 
<a-person 

<t-person id 
&ws48O101-1111 

</vis 
<fts 
<t-name 

<V>Adam 
</vis 

<fts 
<face 

<ford 

By expressing the objects in Xml, all the contents of a 
database can been moved to a future-proof format that can be 
stored on e.g. CD-disks, while still being actively queried and 
used by the present invention. 
By using the objects described, all data from any database 

can be transformed into a simple six-field structure. In addi 
tion the type of content of the different fields is always the 
same. This makes it possible to search for any specific con 
tent, regardless of the initial complexity in the same manner. 
All regular database entries can be put in the V-field, and all 
relations in the r-field etc. Table 4 below gives a simple 
example of a transformation from the object in Table 3 to a 
branch table, which is shown in Table 5. 

TABLE 4 

Simple example used for illustrating the transformation 
from an object to the branch table. The comments give 

the unique branch identifier. 

FO 
FO 
FO 
FO 
FO 

<o-Adam 
<rs wife 

<a-person 
<t-person id 

&wsSOO101-2221 
</vis 

<fts 
<face 

</r 
<a-person 

<t-person id 
&ws48O101-1111 

</vis 
<fts 
<t-name 

<V>Adam 
</vis 

<fts 
<face 

i.1 
i.1 
i.1 

F.2 
F.2 

<ford 

TABLE 5 

The branch table created from the data in Table 4. 

O r k 8. t w 

O Adam wife — Operson Operson id O 500101-2221) 
O Adam — 1 person 1 person id 1480.101-1111 
O Adam — 1 person 2 name 2 Adam 

Internal Format of Metadata 
In the present invention all objects are stored internally in 

the same structure as described above. A unique branch iden 
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tifier represents each branch. Since all branches have a meta 
data type, it needs only to be unique within the metadata type. 
Each branch identifier has an associated value, which is the 
metadata value for that branch. All unique values are in the 
same way represented by a unique value identifier. More than 
one branch identifier can have the same value. 

Internal Structure Format 
All objects, including all the metadata, are also internally 

stored in a structure, called the branch table. The branch table 
has the same columns as the different metadata types. In the 
cells of the table, branch identifiers are stored. Objects are 
transformed into the branch table by letting every end branch 
in the objects result in a row in the table. An end branch is a 
branch that has no children. Each row contains all the 
branches that preceds the end branch as its parents, and the 
columns in the row contain the branch identifiers for the 
branches (see Table 4 and 5). 

Indexing 
In order to be able to quickly search for metadata values in 

the objects, each column in the branch table is indexed. The 
kind of indices that is applied to the columns can be any kind 
of indices used in databases, which allows searches like 
“begins with or “fuzzy”. Keys in the indices are the values of 
the branches and results of searches are the rows in the branch 
table. It might be the entire rows or just the row numbers. In 
the latter case the actual rows can be fetched later from where 
it is stored. 

Search Algorithm 
When a search is performed, only the table, its indices and 

the values of the branches are needed. A search query has the 
same structure as an object except that the root branch is not 
an object but rather a connecting "query' branch that con 
nects all the separate search conditions in the query (see 
example query described inxml in Table 6 below). The search 
is a search for parts of an object. An object is considered found 
if it includes all the searched parts. 

TABLE 6 

Example of query in Xml format. 

<query> 
<a-person 

<t-person id 
&ws4801O1-1111 
</vis 

<fts 
<t-name 

<V>Adam 
</vis 

<fts 
<face 
<rs wife 
</r 

</query> 

A search is performed in a number of steps. An overview of 
the search algorithm is given in FIG.1. A given query (step 
101) is transformed into a hierarchy of so called row searches 
and joins (step 102). The row searches and joins are called 
search units and a hierarchy of search units is called a search 
hierarchy. In a next step all the row searches are done, which 
result in a number of rows in the branch table (step 103). 
These results are thenjoined successively until the top level of 
the search hierarchy is reached (step 104). The row searches 
and joins will be described in more detail in the following 
text. The last step of the search algorithm is to calculate the 
resulting objects of the search by getting all the unique objects 
from the resulting rows from the search units. 
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8 
Given a query the present invention creates a search hier 

archy (step 102). This process is described in detail in FIG. 2. 
The query has a number of branches. All the branches that 
describes a separate condition for the search and that are 
connected directly to the "query branch', are joined at meta 
data type o. A top join for that purpose is created (step 201). 
The query is traversed top-down and a branch is always 
processed before its children (step 202). For all the branches 
in the query the algorithm decides what to do depending on 
how many children the branch has. If the branch has no 
children (step 203) it is an end branch and a row search is 
created (step 204). The metadata values in the query on all 
branches from the root down to the end branch, becomes the 
conditions on metadata values in the row search. A condition 
may have complex values such as “or”, “begins with or 
“fuzzy'. A row search is a number of conditions on metadata 
and finds all rows in the branch table that comply with all the 
conditions. If the number of children of a branch in the query 
is more than one (step 205), a join is created (step 206). The 
join is given the metadata type of the query branch. All other 
search units that will become its children in the search hier 
archy are joined at that metadata type when the search units 
are performed. When a search unit has been created it is added 
as a child to the preceding join (step 207). The preceding join 
is the join created for the previous parent branch with more 
than one child, or the top join, if no such join has been created. 
If the number of children of a branch in the query is exactly 
one, nothing is done and the metadata value of the branch will 
be a condition in all end branches that lies under the branch. 
Hence a search hierarchy is very similar in structure to the 
query, with the exception that all branches with exact one 
child do not result in search units. Given the example query in 
Table 6 the search hierarchy in Table 7 is created. 

TABLE 7 

Resulting search hierarchy from the query described in Table 6 

a) Join at level = o 

c) Join at level = a 

e) 

<aperson 
<t-ale 
<v-Adam 

d) 

<aperson 
<t person id 
<w>48O101-1111 

When the search hierarchy has been created, all row 
searches will be performed (step 102). A row search is a 
search for rows in the branch table that comply with all 
conditions in the row search. This can be done in many ways 
depending on whether data is kept in primary or secondary 
memory. One possible method is described in detail in FIG. 4. 
All the row searches are done and resultina set of rows in the 
branch table (step 401). It might be just the row numbers but 
it might also be the entire rows and even the values of the 
branch identifiers in the rows, all depending on how much 
primary memory is available, the required speed of a search 
etc. All row searches have a number of conditions on meta 
data values. Each metadata type has a condition that contains 
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any number of allowed values for that metadata type, and may 
be complex values such as “or”, “begins with or “fuzzy'. A TABLE 10 
condition example is seen in Table 8: 

& G 99 & G 99 Resulting rows after join c) as given in Table 8 of the 
VOhlson OR Ols 5 rows from d) and e) in Table 9. 

Table 8. Example condition. Allowed values for metadata c) 
type V are “Ohlson' or all values that begins with “Ols'. O Adam — 1 person 2 name 2 Adam 

For all metadata types (step 402) the algorithm gets how 
many rows the allowed values for that metadata type would Usingth thodth f hb)andth result in (step 403). This is done quickly since the indices of 10 sing the same method the rows from row searchb) and the 

rows from join c) are joined by join a) and results in the rows the present invention allow estimation of this in constant time &G1- - - in Table 11: 
even for more complex value conditions such as “begins 
with’. When it is found out what metadata type will give the TABLE 11 
least number of rows, the search for the allowed values of that 
metadata type is performed (step 404). A search is performed 15 Resulting rows after join a) as given in Table 7 of the rows 
by using the indices of the branch table. The indices of the from b) in Table 9 and the rows from c) in Table 10. 
chosen metadata type are used and the condition of that meta 
data type is the key used in the search. Hence, this part of the 
search is done similar to any relational database. The rest of 
the work to perform a row search is filtering of the first set of 20 In some cases it might be profitable to keep all the rows 
rows (steps 405-413). Only the rows that comply with the all from all search units, but the resulting objects that are found 
the other conditions of the other metadata types are kept. will be the same. 

O Adam 0 wife — Operson Operson id O 500101-2221) 

Given the example branch table in Table 5 and the row The final step of the search is to calculate the resulting 
searches b), d) and e) in Table 7, the resulting rows of those objects of the search by getting all unique branch identifiers of 
row searches are the rows in Table 9 below. 25 metadata type o from the resulting rows. The resulting rows in 

Table 11 have only branch identifier 0 for metadata type o, and 
TABLE 9 the result of that search is the object with branch identifier 0. 

Metadata Attributes Resulting rows for each row search as given in Table 7. 
To each branch a number of metadata attributes can be 

30 
b). attached. There can be restrictions as regards what attribute 

O Adam 0 wife – Operson Operson id O 500101-2221) types are allowed to different metadata types. A more com 
d) plete context free grammar to describe the object structure is 

described in Table 12. Table 13 shows an example of an object 
O Adam — — 1 person 1 person id 1480.101-1111 with attributes attached to some of the branches. A branch 

e). 35 table for the object is shown in Table 14. 
O Adam — 1 person 2 name 2 Adam 

TABLE 12 

Another possible way to perform a row search is of course Context free grammar of the object structure 
to perform the searches for all metadata types and join the " Object -> <o OAttributes Relations <?o 
results regarding row number, but that will be less effective in OAttributes -> Classification Begin End Datestatus Timestamp 
most cases. Owner Accessrights 

Relations -> Keys | <r RAttributes.> String Keys <?rs Relations 
When all row searches have been done, the resulting rows RAttributes -> Classification Reversename Begin End 

are joined successively until the top level of the search hier- Datestatus Timestamp Owner Accessrights 
archy is reached (step 104). This process is described in detail 45 Keys -> Attributes | <k KAttributes.> String 
in FIG. 5. The joins in the search hierarchy are done bottom- Attributes < k> Keys 
up (step 501) and may include several search units that have KAttributes - Begin End Datestatus Timestamp Owner 
already been done and resulted in a number of rows. For all Accessrights 

y . . . Attributes -> Types | <a AAttributes.> String Types <fac 
those search units (step 502) the algorithm gets the unique Attributes 
branch identifiers of the metadata type of the current join, by 50 AAttributes -> Begin End Datestatus Timestamp Owner 
looking in the rows at the branch identifier, of the metadata Accessrights 
type of the current join (steps 503-504). Given the example of Types -> Values | <t TAttributes.> String Values <?ts. Types 
join c) in Table 7 which joins at metadata type a, and the Abutes | <v VAttributes.> String <fvs Values 
resulting rows from row searchd) and e) in Table 9, the unique VAttributes -> Index Formattype Format Unit 
branch identifiers of metadata type a, are {1} for the rows ss Classification -> c="String 
from row search d) and {1} for the rows from row searche). Reversename -> r="String 
All the sets of unique branch identifiers from the different Begin - b-string 
search units are joined, and only the unique branch identifiers 5. tatu e. SE, 
that have been found in all of the search units are kept (step TN -> in SAR 
505). In the example join, the common unique branch iden- Owner -> o="String 
tifiers from both row search d) and e) are {1}. For all kept ''. Accessrights - a="String 
branch identifiers (step 506) any row from any of the joined Index - i="String 
search units with that branch identifier is kept as the result of Maype -> SE, 
the join (step 507). Only one row for each branch identifier, stat SIA.s 
from the search units, needs to be kept since the search units String -> e | Character String 
all have the same branch identifiers for all levels above the 65 Character -> XuOOO1 || XuFFFF 
level at which they were joined. In the example of join c) the 
resulting rows are shown in Table 10: 
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TABLE 13 

Simple example of objects with attributes. 

<o classification=person>Adam Anderson 
<a-person 

<ts firstname 
<w t="text's Adam</vis 

<fts 
<t-lastname 

<w t="texts. Anderson&fvs. 
<fts 

<face 
<foc 
<o classification=person>Adam Simpson 

<a-person 
<ts firstname 

<w t="text's Adam</vis 
<fts 
<t-lastname 

<w e="2001-12-31 t="text's Anderson&fws 
<v b="2002-01-01 t="text's Simpson.</vs. 

<fts 
<face 

<foc 

TABLE 1.4 

The branch table created from the data in Table 13. 

O r k a t w 

O Adam Anderson — — Operson Ofirstname O Adam 
O Adam Anderson — — Operson 1 lastname 1 Anderson 
1 Adam Simpson — — 1 person 2 firstname 2 Adam 
1 Adam Simpson - - 1 person 3 lastname 3 Anderson 
1 Adam Simpson — — 1 person 3 lastname 4 Simpson 

The attributes to each branch can be stored and fetched 
from either primary memory or secondary memory or being 
stored in the inverted lists in the indices, all depending on 
whether higher speed or minimal use of primary memory is 
preferred. If the attributes are values where exact matches are 
of interest, they can be indexed just as metadata values. 

Attribute Constraints in Queries 
Queries can have constraint conditions on these attributes. 

An example of such a query described in Xml is seen in Table 
15: 

TABLE 1.5 

Example of query in Xml format with search criteria on attributes. 

<query ends="2002-01-01's 
<a-person 

<t-Anderson <?ts 
<w t="text's Adam</vis 

<face 
</query> 

Note that ea="2002-01-01 is not correctXml, but it is used 
for reasons of simplicity. The constraints on attributes in 
queries do not always have to be equality constraints. Differ 
ent types of attributes can allow different types of constraint 
conditions. Attribute constraints can be both general for the 
query, such as es="2002-01-01 in the example query, or 
specific for a certain metadata value, such as t—"text in the 
example query. 

Searching with Attribute Constraints 
When using attribute constraints in the queries the search 

units created from the query need to have information on what 
attribute constraints there are on all the metadata types. Thus, 
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12 
the previous algorithm has to be amended (see FIG. 3). The 
structure of the search hierarchy and the conditions on meta 
data values are the same. To the row searches are added all 
attribute constraints, up to the metadata type of the preceding 
join (step 305). To the joins are added all attribute constraints, 
from the metadata type above the metadata type of the join, up 
to the metadata type of the preceding join (step 308). The 
example query in Table 14 results in the search hierarchy in 
Table 16: 

TABLE 16 

Resulting search hierarchy from the query described in Table 15 

a) Join at level = o 

b) Join at level = a 

<o ex = "2002-01-01"> 
<re- = "2002-01-01"> 
<k ex = "2002-01-01"> 

c) d) 

<a es = "2002-01-01">person 
<tec = "2002-01-01"> 
<w ex ="2002-01-01't = ''text">Adam 

<a es = "2002-01-01">person 
<w ex ="2002-01-01">Anderson 

Even if there are no value conditions for a metadata type, 
there are cases when attribute constraints for that metadata 
type has to be considered. This depends on the different types 
of attributes and is not described in further detail here. 

The row searches are performed as before. Since checking 
rows against attribute constraints usually is more time con 
Suming than joining sets of rows, it is postponed until after the 
joins. The algorithm to perform Successive joins until the top 
level is amended (see FIG. 6). In the amended algorithm all 
the resulting rows are filtered regarding attribute constraints 
(steps 606–610). As before the unique branch identifiers that 
are common for all the search units that are joined are found 
(steps 602-605). For all the kept branch identifiers (step 606), 
the algorithm finds for each search unit that are joined, the 
rows with that branch identifier (steps 607-608). Only the 
rows that comply with all of the attribute constraints of the 
search unit are kept (step 609). Only the unique branch iden 
tifiers that, after the attribute constraint filtering of rows, still 
has at least one row with that branch identifier in each of the 
search units that are joined are kept (step 610). The end of the 
join algorithm is as before. Only one row for each kept branch 
identifier is added to the result of the join (steps 611-612). 

Given the example objects in Table 13 and its storage in the 
branch table in Table 14, a search with the query example in 
Table 15 gives the following result: The search hierarchy in 
Table 16 is created. All the row searches are performed and 
results in the rows in Table 17: 
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TABLE 17 

Resulting rows for each row search as given in Table 16. 

O Adam Anderson — — Operson Ofirstname O Adam 
1 Adam Simpson — — 1 person 2 firstname 2 Adam 

d) 

O Adam Anderson — — Operson 1 lastname 1 Anderson 
1 Adam Simpson — — 1 person 3 lastname 3 Anderson 

When join b) is performed, the common unique branch 
identifiers of metadata type a, for the rows from c) and d), are 
{0,1}. The algorithm revisits the rows from c) and d) with 
those branch identifiers and removes the rows that do not 
comply with the attribute constraints inc) and d). The remain 
ing rows are found in Table 18: 

TABLE 18 

Remaining rows from c) and d) in Table 17 after filtering regarding 
attribute constraints. 

c) 

O Adam Anderson — — Operson Ofirstname O Adam 
1 Adam Simpson — — 1 person 2 firstname 2 Adam 

d). 
O Adam Anderson — — Operson 1 lastname 1 Anderson 

The row from row search d) with the branch 
“<V>Anderson' was removed since that branch had the 
attribute e="2001-12-311” and the row search d) had the 
attribute constraint ex="2002-01-011 for metadata type v. 
After the filtering only the branch identifier 0 still has at least 
one row with that branch identifier at metadata type a in both 
c) and d). For that branch identifier one row from c) or d) is 
chosen as the result of joinb) (see Table 19). The end result is 
the object with branch identifier 0. 

TABLE 19 

The resulting rows from join b) as given in Table 16 of the 
rows from c) and d). 

O Adam Anderson — Operson 1 lastname 1 Anderson 

The join algorithm can be improved further if all the rows 
for each branch identifier are kept and the filtering regarding 
attribute constraints is postponed until the very last step when 
all joins have been made. The difference is that more infor 
mation needs to be attached to each row that is kept, so when 
all joins have been made and the rows are being revisited, the 
algorithm knows what attribute constraints to apply to the 
rows and how to redo some of the joining. However the main 
idea is that filtering regarding attribute constraints is made 
after the joining of rows in the algorithm. This improves the 
speed of the searches since a join is fast while attribute values 
may not always be quick to access from memory and the 
number of rows after the join of rows is usually much less than 
the initial number of rows. 

Relations 
The structure of objects with the specified metadata types 

(o, r, k, a, t, V) makes it simple to define relations between 
objects. The branches underneath an r-branch are the meta 
data to search for in other objects. A relation may have no 
matches in other objects, it may have one match or it may have 
more than one match. A relation from an object is not a fixed 
"pointer, but a value reference or a search for other objects. 
Thus, a relation refers to all objects, which contain the same 
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14 
metadata as the relation branch, within a given "search 
space”, typically a network. Hence the found objects of a 
relation can change as the search space changes over time. 
Consider the two objects "Adam” and “Eve’ in Table 20 and 
Table 21: 

TABLE 20 

The object Eve 

<osEve 
<a-person 

<t-person id 
&wsOOO108-2221 
</vis 

<fts 
<face 

<ford 

TABLE 21 

The object Adam with a relation “wife' to the object Eve in Table 20. 

<o-Adam 
<a-person 

<t-person id 
&wsOOO106-1111 
</vis 

<fts 
<face 
<rs wife 

<a-person 
<t-person id 

&wsOOO108-2221 
</vis 

<ft 
<face 

</r 
<ford 

The object Adam has a relation wife to Eve. Under the 
r-branch “wife', Adam has metadata that identifies the object 
Eve. The algorithm to find other objects that a particular 
object has relations to is given in FIG. 10 (steps 1001, 1002 
1005). Given an assumed object (step 1001), all its r-branches 
are transformed to queries (step 1003). The query has the 
same metadata as the relation branch, but the top condition is 
changed to <rd-, which determines that no value is allowed at 
that level. This condition prevents the query to find the 
assumed object and all other objects with similar relations. 
The query is performed (step 1004) and the result of the 
search is the objects that the relation points at (step 1005). The 
relation “wife' in Table 21 is transformed into the query in 
Table 22: 

TABLE 22 

The query created from the relation “wife' in Table 21. 

<query> 
<>- 

<a-person 
<t-person id 

&wsOOO108-2221 
</vis 

<fts 
<face 

</r 
</query> 

The result of this query is the object Eve. 
Reverse Relations 

It is useful to be able to know what other objects refer to a 
known object. This is possible in the present invention by 
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using the metadata type k (key). A key declares some 
attributes in an object as unique or important identifiers of the 
object. In the object example Eve in Table 23 a key “personid 
key' declares the person id as an identifier of the object. 

TABLE 23 

The object Eve with a defined key “person id key 

<osEve 
<ki>person id key 

<a-person 
<t-person id 

&wsOOO108-2221 
</vis 

<fts 

Finding reverse relations is similar to finding relations. The 
algorithm to find other objects that a particular object has 
reverse relations to is given in FIG. 10 (steps 1001, 1006 
1009). Given an assumed object (step 1001), all its 
k-branches are transformed to queries (step 1007). The query 
has the same metadata as the key branch, but the top condition 
is changed to <r>, which determines that a value is required 
at that level. Only objects with a relation to those values are 
found. The query is performed (step 1008) and the result of 
the search is the objects that have a relation that points at the 
assumed object (step 1009). 

These queries will only find objects that have relations to 
the values in the keys, but since keys are chosen to mark 
unique or important attributes in objects, it is very likely that 
most relations refer to the values in keys. To find the reverse 
relations from the object Eve in Table 23, the key “person id 
key” is transformed into the query in Table 24: 

TABLE 24 

The query created from the key “person id key in Table 23. 

<query> 
are: 

<asperson 
<t-person id 

&wsOOO108-2221 
</vis 

<fts 
<face 

</r 
</query> 

The example query finds the object Adam in Table 21 but 
not the object Eve in Table 23. 

Associations 
In the present invention it possible to define associations 

between objects. An association is a directed connection 
between two objects. An association map is a set of Such 
associations. The association maps are used for several pur 
poses: 1) to allow inheritance of metadata from objects. Meta 
data is inherited in the direction of the associations. An object 
inherits all metadata from the objects that has an association 
to it and also all metadata from objects that are indirectly 
associated to the object through several associations. This 
allows new ways to organize objects. For example, ifa search 
or relation finds an object, all objects that inherit from that 
object are also found. 2) To store away relations between 
objects to give a faster way to browse between objects. Rela 
tions between objects are found by performing searches, 
which might sometimes not be fast enough. When a relation 
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once has been found, an association between the same two 
objects can be created. This allows all relations to be pre 
calculated and when a user wishes to browse between objects, 
it can be done without performing any time consuming 
searches. 3) To organize objects by a model. It is possible in 
the present invention to define models describing how differ 
ent types of objects are related to each other. When a new 
object is inserted into the present invention, all relations to 
and from that object are found. For the relations that match a 
definition in a model, a corresponding association is created 
and the new object has automatically been organized. 

Searching with Inheritance 
When performing a search any set of association maps can 

be used for inheritance. The same search query can give 
different results depending on which association map that is 
used. 
When using inheritance of metadata the search algorithm 

in FIG. 1 is slightly changed. The new algorithm is described 
in FIG. 7. The top-level join is not performed along with the 
other joins in the search hierarchy (step 704). All the search 
units that are joined at the top level are handled separately 
(step 705). First the rows are filtered regarding attribute con 
straints (step 706) and the resulting objects are calculated 
(step 707). Then from the resulting set of objects, all inherit 
ing objects are added to the resulting set of objects for that 
search unit (step 708). Inheriting objects are found by follow 
ing all associations, in the set of association maps used for 
inheritance in the current search, from the current set of 
objects. The resulting sets of objects are then finally joined 
and the end result of the search is found (step 709). 

Searching with inheritance may cause performance prob 
lems, since filtering regarding attribute constraints sometimes 
has to be done on large sets of rows even if the end result of 
objects is not very large, and should therefore be used with 
caution. But the possibility to find complex relations such as 
“which objects do both Adam and Eve have a relation to?” 
may sometimes be worth waiting for. 

Searching Simplified 
The storing and search procedure of the present invention 

have several great advantages over traditional searches in 
databases: 1) No initial knowledge of the structure of the data 
in the database is needed. All values for each metadata type 
can be searched for. 2) Queries with complex structures can 
be made. 3) Queries are simply matches with metadata in the 
database. No complex query language needs to be handled. 4) 
Searching is similar to free text searching on Internet. All 
values, regardless of where in the database it is, can be 
searched for in the same query. In a traditional database, the 
column where the search is performed has to be specified. 5) 
The search result is not just a number of rows in a database 
table. It is one or more complete objects that besides the data 
proper, also contains relations to other objects. 

This way of putting all data in the whole database into one 
single table is possible since a few allowed metadata types in 
a specified order (o.r.k.a. t.v) has been chosen, and all data has 
to be described in this format. Since the number of metadata 
types is known, a table can be created with the same columns 
in the same order as the metadata types. The complex tree like 
structure of an object is retained in the branch table by repeat 
ing branches for each time its children occurs in a row. With 
these methods internal data storage, indexing and searching 
are made possible. 
Why the Proposed Generalized Search Gives Good Perfor 
aCC 

In a traditional relational database searching is quicker 
since not all values lies in the same column. The drawback in 
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performance of the present invention is only that the branch 
table is bigger than the tables in a traditional database. 

In the present invention, all the columns in the branch table 
are indexed. Since each row search choose to perform 
searches in the indices only for the condition that will give the 
least number of rows, and the rest of the conditions are 
checked on that set of rows, the minimum number of rows to 
fetch from indices are chosen. 

Joins of search units are no different in complexity than 
joins between tables in a traditional database. A join always 
has to match all rows from one set of rows to all rows in 
another set of rows. Note that in the present invention a user 
does not have to specify how this join is going to be made. 

Implementation 
A practical implementation of the current invention has 

been done by programming in the object-oriented program 
ming languages Java and C#. A modular illustration of the 
realization of the current invention is given in FIG.8. In FIG. 
8, a CapishBaseBngine module 800 serves as an entry point 
for user logon, search queries, data modification, etc. A Cap 
ishBase|DataStorage module 802 handles all queries, data 
modification, etc., as well as translating these to the appro 
priate internal format. A DataStorageOore module 804 serves 
to handle queries, data modification, etc., on a lower leveland 
also to make Sure that changes will be consistent throughout 
the system. It also controls an Associations module 808 which 
manages the associations in the system. 

Indexing and searching is performed by a DataStorag 
eSearch Index module 806. To this end, it cooperates with a 
BranchTable module 810 and a Column Indices module 812, 
where the former handles the branch table and the latter 
contains the indices to the columns of the branch table. 

Both the DataStorageOore module 804 and the DataStor 
ageSearch Index module 806 cooperate with a Metadata mod 
ule 814, which contains all metadata and values, and makes 
them accessible and searchable. To this end, the Metadata 
module 814 uses an AttributeValues module 818 and a Meta 
dataValues module 820, which contain all attribute values and 
metadata values, respectively, that belong to the branches 
stored in the branch table. 

Distributed Network Architecture 
Answers to questions often require accessing information 

from multiple independent data sources. The current inven 
tion allows for integration of data from different sources over 
any distributed network, since all related objects are found by 
executing specific relation queries over the network. One 
possible network solution for the current invention is shown 
in FIG.9. A client 930 is connected to a router 920 over a wide 
area network 900 Such as the Internet. The router 920 is 
connected to any number of other routers 922, as indicated at 
921 and 923. The routers 920, 922 may be connected to 
different servers 902, 904, 906, 908. Each server has any 
number of local databases 916,918. A user on the client 930 
can from an existing network choose any number of local 
databases to work with. Each query or other operation Sub 
mitted by the client 930 to the router 920 is distributed 
through the network 900 to the chosen set of local databases 
916, 918 via their associated server 906. The answers from 
the local databases 916, 918 are returned and joined to a 
common result in the servers and the routers, and ultimately 
presented to the user on the client 930. 
The invention has mainly been described above with ref 

erence to a few embodiments. However, as is readily appre 
ciated by a person skilled in the art, other embodiments than 
the ones disclosed above are equally possible within the scope 
of the invention, as defined by the appended patent claims. 
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The invention claimed is: 
1. A computer program product having program code 

which program code is stored on a computer-readable storage 
medium and which, when executed on a processor is adapted 
to provide a database of information objects and a database 
engine for managing said information objects, wherein 

each information object comprises metadata for describing 
the information object and for defining a hierarchical 
structure of branches which constitutes said information 
object and which includes relations to other information 
objects, 

wherein an individual branch has: 
a metadata type, which is selected from a predetermined 

and limited set of n different metadata types, said 
predetermined and limited set being independent of 
content in or type of the information object, and which 
metadata type represents one respective hierarchical 
level in said hierarchical structure; 

a metadata value; and 
an arbitrary number of other branches, of any hierarchical 

level strictly subordinate to the hierarchical level of said 
individual branch, connected to said individual branch 
as children thereof, said arbitrary number including Zero 
branches; 

wherein said database comprises a branch table having a 
fixed structure of columns that correspond to the n dif 
ferent metadata types and each information object is 
stored in said database in the form of an n-field data 
structure is stored as a row in said branch table, said fixed 
structure being independent of content in or type of the 
information object; and 

a query function for searching said database, wherein said 
query function is adapted to: 
accept a search query which is specified in a declarative 

language in accordance with said hierarchical struc 
ture of information objects in said database and which 
thus defines a branch hierarchy to search for: 

search said database so as to find information objects, if 
any, which contain a branch hierarchy that makes the 
one specified in said declarative language; and further 
adapted to comprise the steps of 
a) receiving a search query; 
b) transforming the search query into a search hierar 

chy of row searches and joins, said joins occurring 
within said branch table, by: 
b1) generating a top join for joining all results at a 

metadata type object; 
b2) traversing the branches of the search query 

top-down by 
b'1) if a particular branch has no children, creat 
ing a row search with the metadata values of all 
branches from the root down to the particular 
branch as conditions on metadata values in the 
row search; 
b'2) if a particular branch has more than one 
child, creating a join for joining row searches 
and joins at the metadata type of the particular 
branch; 
b'3) adding a row search created in step b'1) or a 
join created in step b'2), respectively, as a child 
of a preceding join; 

c) performing all the row searches from step b) so as 
to result in a set of rows in said branch table; 

d) performing the joins in a search hierarchy Success 
fully starting from the bottom of the search hierar 
chy and ending with the top of the search hierarchy: 
and 
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e) producing a result of the search query by retrieving 
all unique information objects from the outcome of 
step d). 

2. A computer program product as in claim 1, wherein each 
information object is stored in said database in the form of an 
n-field data structure for each particular branch that does not 
have any children, and wherein each field of the n-field data 
structure represents a respective branch that precedes said 
particular branch as its ancestor. 

3. A computer program product as in claim 1, wherein said 
declarative language is Xml. 

4. A computer program product as in any preceding claim 
1 or 2, wherein said metadata includes metadata attributes to 
respective branches of an information object. 

5. A computer program product as in claim 4, wherein said 
query function is adapted to accept search queries with con 
straint conditions on said metadata attributes. 

6. A computer program product as in claim 5, wherein said 
metadata attributes include timestamps on individual 
branches of an information object. 

7. A computer program product as in claim 5, wherein said 
metadata attributes include access rights to individual 
branches of an information object. 

8. A computer program product as in claim 5, wherein said 
metadata attributes include unit definitions for individual 
branches of an information object. 

9. A computer program product as in claim 1, wherein a 
branch of a predetermined first metadata type in an individual 
information object defines a relation from said individual 
information object to another information object and wherein 
said query function is adapted to search said database to find 
said another information object by matching the metadata 
thereof with the metadata included in said branch of a prede 
termined first metadata type value in said individual informa 
tion object. 

10. A computer program product as in claim 9, wherein a 
branch of a predetermined second metadata type, other than 
said first metadata type, in an individual information object 
allows another information object to define a reverse relation 
to said individual information object, in the form of a branch 
of said predetermined first metadata type in said another 
information object, and wherein said query function is 
adapted to find said another information object by matching 
the metadata included in said branch of a predetermined 
second metadata type in said individual information object 
with the metadata included in said branch of a predetermined 
first metadata type in said another information object. 

11. A computer program product as in claim 10, wherein 
n=6 and said set of metadata types consists of Object, Rela 
tion, Key, Attribute, Type, and Value}, metadata type Object 
representing the root level of said hierarchical structure. 

12. A method of searching a database of information 
objects as provided by the computer program product accord 
ing to claims 1 or 2, wherein the steps of 

specifying, through a man-machine interface of a com 
puter, a search query in a declarative language in accor 
dance with said hierarchical structure of information 
objects in said database; 

Submitting said search query to said database engine 
through said computer, receiving a result of said search 
query at said computer; and 

presenting said result through said man-machine interface. 
13. A method of connecting objects in a database of infor 

mation objects as provided by the computer program product 
according to claims 1 or 2, wherein the steps, for an assumed 
individual information object, of 
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for all branches in the assumed information object that are 

of a first predetermined metadata type, said first prede 
termined metadata type allowing a relation to be defined 
from the assumed information object to another infor 
mation object: 
forming a query based on the metadata of the branch, 
searching the database with the query, and 
collecting, as a result of the searching step, all informa 

tion objects, if any, that the assumed information 
object has a relation to; and 

for all branches in the assumed information object that are 
of a second predetermined metadata type, other than said 
first predetermined metadata type, said second predeter 
mined metadata type allowing a reverse relation to be 
defined from another information object to the assumed 
information object: 
forming a query based on the metadata of the branch, 
searching the database with the query, and 
collecting, as a result of the searching step, all informa 

tion objects, if any, that have a relation to the assumed 
information object. 

14. A computer program product having program code, 
which program code is stored on a computer-readable storage 
medium and which, when executed on a processor is adapted 
to provide a database of information objects and a database 
engine for managing said information objects, wherein 

each information object comprises metadata for describing 
the information object and for defining a hierarchical 
structure of branches which constitutes said information 
object and which includes relations to other information 
objects, 

wherein an individual branch has: 
a metadata type, which is selected from a predetermined 

and limited set of n different metadata types, said pre 
determined and limited set being independent of content 
in or type of the information object, and which metadata 
type represents one respective hierarchical level in said 
hierarchical structure; 

a metadata value; and 
an arbitrary number of other branches, of any hierarchical 

level strictly subordinate to the hierarchical level of said 
individual branch, connected to said individual branch 
as children thereof, said arbitrary number including Zero 
branches, 

wherein the computer program product is further adapted 
to a branch table having a fixed structure of columns that 
correspond to the n different metadata types and each 
information object is stored in said database in the form 
of an n-field data structure is stored as a row in said 
branch table, said fixed structure being independent of 
content in, or type of the information object: 
a) receiving a search query; 
b) transforming the search query into a search hierarchy 

of row searches and joins by 
b1) generating a top join for joining all results at a 

metadata type object; 
b2) traversing the branches of the search query top 
down by 
b'1) if a particular branch has no children, creating 

a row search with the metadata values of all 
branches from the root down to the particular 
branch as conditions on metadata values in the 
row search; 

b'2) if a particular branch has more than one child, 
creating a join for joining row searches and joins 
at the metadata type of the particular branch; 
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b'3) adding a row search created in step b'1) or a 
join created in step b'2), respectively, as a child 
of a preceding join; 

c) performing all the row searches from Step b) so as to 
result in a set of rows in a branch table; 

d) performing the joins in the search hierarchy Succes 
sively starting from the bottom of the search hierarchy 
and ending with the top of the search hierarchy; and 

e) producing a result of the search query by retrieving all 
unique information objects from the outcome of step 
d). 

15. A computer program product having program code, 
which program code is stored on a computer-readable storage 
medium and which, when executed on a processor is adapted 
to provide a database of information objects and a database 
engine for managing said information objects, wherein 

each information object comprises metadata for describing 
the information object and for defining a hierarchical 
structure of branches which constitutes said information 
object and which includes relations to other information 
objects, 

wherein an individual branch has: 
a metadata type, which is selected from a predetermined 

and limited set of n different metadata types, said pre 
determined and limited set being independent of content 
in or type of the information object, and which metadata 
type represents one respective hierarchical level in said 
hierarchical structure; 

a metadata value; and 
an arbitrary number of other branches, of any hierarchical 

level strictly subordinate to the hierarchical level of said 
individual branch, connected to said individual branch 
as children thereof, said arbitrary number including Zero 
branches, 

wherein the computer program product is further adapted 
to a branch table having a fixed structure of columns that 
correspond to the n different metadata types and each 
information object is stored in said database in the form 
of an n-field data structure is stored as a row in said 
branch table, said fixed structure being independent of 
content in, or type of the information object: 
a) receiving a search query; 
b) transforming the search query into a search hierarchy 

of row searches and joins by 
b1) generating a top join for joining all results at a 

metadata type object; 
b2) traversing the branches of the search query top down 
by performing row searches; 

c) performing all the row searches from Step b) so as to 
result in a set of rows in a branch table; 

d) performing the joins in the search hierarchy Succes 
sively starting from the bottom of the search hierarchy 
and ending with the top of the search hierarchy; and 

e) producing a result of the search query by retrieving all 
unique information objects from the outcome of step 
d). 
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16. A computer program product as in claim 15, wherein 

said row searches comprises at least, if a particular branch has 
no children, creating a row search with the metadata values of 
all branches from the root down to the particular branch as 
conditions on metadata values in the row search. 

17. A computer program product having program code, 
which program code is stored on a computer-readable storage 
medium and which, when executed on a processor is adapted 
to provide a database of information objects and a database 
engine for managing said information objects, wherein 

each information object comprises metadata for describing 
the information object and for defining a hierarchical 
structure of branches which constitutes said information 
object and which includes relations to other information 
objects, 

wherein an individual branch has: 
a metadata type, which is selected from a predetermined 

and limited set of n different metadata types, said pre 
determined and limited set being independent of content 
in or type of the information object, and which metadata 
type represents one respective hierarchical level in said 
hierarchical structure; 

a metadata value; and 
an arbitrary number of other branches, of any hierarchical 

level strictly subordinate to the hierarchical level of said 
individual branch, connected to said individual branch 
as children thereof, said arbitrary number including Zero 
branches, 

wherein the computer program product is further adapted 
to a branch table having a fixed structure of columns that 
correspond to the n different metadata types and each 
information object is stored in said database in the form 
of an n-field data structure is stored as a row in said 
branch table, said fixed structure being independent of 
content in, or type of the information object: 
a) receiving a search query; 
b) transforming the search query into a search hierarchy 

of searches and joins by 
b1) generating a top join for joining all results at a 

metadata type object; 
b2) traversing the branches of the search query top 
down by performing searches, wherein said 
searches comprises, if a particular branch has no 
children, creating a search with the metadata values 
of all branches from the root down to the particular 
branch as conditions on metadata values of infor 
mation objects in branches of the search; 

c) performing all the searches from step b); 
d) performing the joins in the search hierarchy Succes 

sively starting from the bottom of the search hierarchy 
and ending with the top of the search hierarchy; and 

e) producing a result of the search query by retrieving all 
unique information objects from the outcome of step 
d). 


